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January L4,2009

Amanda Burden, Chair
City Planning Commission
2?Reade Street
New York, Nl-Y 10007

Re: N 090211 ZRM - Eastern Yards Text Amendments

Dear Chair Burden:

I write in support of the subject application. The 2005 Hudson Yards rezoning created a

tremendous opportunity to support the growth of the Midtown central business district and the

residential neighborhood of Hell's Kitchen by allowing for new cotnmercial and residential

development. As part of that action, the City rezoned the Eastern Rail Yard superblock, bounded

by Tenth and Elevinth Avenues, West 30ft and West 33'd Streets, from M2-3 to C6-4 to facilitate

significant commercial and residential development and the creation of publicly accessible open

space. At the culmination of a competitive bidding process, the Metropolitan Transportation

Authority, which owns the superblock, awarded the right to develop the Eastern Rail Yard to the

Related Companies.r The proposed text amendments will refine elements of the 2005 Hudson

Yards rezoning ,

The proposed text amendment would facilitate the development of residential uses in the

southwest quadrant of the Eastern Yard, remove the ground-floor retail requirement from the

community facility building in the southwest quadrant, and eliminate required parking for

development in the Eastern Yard while establishing controls for permitted accessory parking. In

order to allow these changes, the City must amend four sections of the Znning Resolution: $$ 93-

514(a), 93-71, 93-81, and 93-82.

It is important that the development over the rail yards complement existing and future uses in

the surrounding area. West Chelsea to the south is experiencing significant residential growth,

and the redevelopment of the High Line, which runs along West 30* Street to the south of the

rail yards, creates a unique opportunity to make West 30* Street an active, inviting, and

t The bidding process awarded the right to develop the Western Yard, located between Eleventh and Twelfth

Avenues, Wist 30fr and West 33'd Streets, to the Related Companies, as well. However, because the 2005 Hudson

Yards rezoning excluded the Western Yard, it will be the subject of a separate rezoning.
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pedestrian-friendly right-of-way. Therefore, locating a residential building at the southwestern

,o*r, of the Easttrn Rail Yardis logical and would help reinforce West Chelsea's increasingly

residential character. Back-of,house uses such as loading docks which might threaten the

vibrancy of the street should be planned and managed carefully. Any future development

directlyfacing West 30ft Street beneath the platform should benefit West Chelsea and the High

Line, which would be directly adjacent to it. Future development facing West 30ft Street at

grade should be vibrant and active. Redeveloping the rail yards must not threaten any portion of

ire High Line, including the spur; it should be preserved in its entirety.

The proposed removal of a ground-floor retail requirement from any community facility building

in thl southwestern quadrant would allow greater flexibility in the design and operation of such a

building. The ptopoiul would maintain the requirement that 70 percent of the building lengths

facing the outdb or plaza and 50 percent facing the High Line would be glazed, helping ensure

that such a building would remain open and inviting to the general public.

The proposed changes to lift the accessory parking requirement, limit accessory parking to 1,000

,pu.r*, *d rr*ove the off-site accessory parking option make sense and would encourage use of

public transit for commuting to and from the Eastern Rail Yard. This represents a significant,

and commendable, new direction for the City's parking policies.

As you know, even after this set of amendments is finalized, the Hudson Yards zoning - in all its

complexity - will require additional changes. An areawith as much potential as Hudson Yards,

as well as the existing neighborhoods bordering it, deserves nothing short of the best protection

that zoning can provide. The community has outlined additional concems that I strongly

encouragr th" Cbmmission to consider as well. I urge the Commission to remain open to further

modifications and additions to the Hudson Yards zoning.

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on this important application.


